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• In 2003 the Wisconsin Supreme Court decided Teague v. Bad River 

Band of Chippewa Indians, 2003 WI 118. 
o In 1995, Jerry Teague sued the Bad River Band of Chippewa Indians 

in state court in a dispute over the end of Mr. Teague’s employment.  
The Tribe filed a concurrent action in Bad River tribal court.  The 
cases proceeded on parallel tracks.  The state court refused to stay or 
dismiss its proceeding.  The tribal and state courts cases reached 
different judgments: the state court ruled in favor of Mr. Teague while 
the tribal court invalidated the contract and ruled in favor of the Tribe. 

o After eight years of litigation, the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that 
the state trial court should have stayed its hand under the principles of 
comity.   

o Due to Wisconsin’s status as a Public Law 280 state, both courts 
properly had jurisdiction; the question was where the case should have 
been heard.  

• The Teague Court described comity as follows: 
� Comity is based on respect for the proceedings of another 

system of government and a spirit of cooperation. Comity 
endorses the principle of mutual respect between legal 
systems, recognizing the sovereignty and sovereign interests 
of each governmental system and the unique features of each 
legal system. It is a doctrine that recognizes, accepts, and 
respects differences in process. The doctrine of comity “is 
neither a matter of absolute obligation nor of mere courtesy 
and good will, but is recognition which one state allows 
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within its territory to legislative, executive, or judicial acts 
of another, having due regard to duty and convenience and 
to rights of its own citizens.” Comity is discretionary, highly 
fact specific, and reviewable on appeal for erroneous 
exercise of discretion. 

Teague v. Bad River Tribe, 2003 WI 118, ¶ 59 (cites omitted.) 
 

• The U.S. Supreme Court described comity as follows: 
o The extent to which the law of one nation, as put in force 

within its territory, whether by executive order, by 
legislative act, or by judicial decree, shall be allowed to 
operate within the dominion of another nation, depends 
upon what our greatest jurists have been content to call 
"the comity of nations." Although the phrase has been 
often criticised, no satisfactory substitute has been 
suggested. 

 
"Comity," in the legal sense, is neither a matter of 
absolute obligation on the one hand, nor of mere courtesy 
and good will upon the other. But it is the recognition 
which one nation allows within its territory to the 
legislative, executive, or judicial acts of another nation, 
having due regard both to international duty and 
convenience, and to the rights of its own citizens or of 
other persons who are under the protection of its laws. 
Hilton v. Guyot, 159 U.S. 113, 163 (1894). 
 

o The Hilton comity conditions have been paraphrased as follows: 
� (1) the foreign court actually had jurisdiction over both the subject 

matter and the parties; 
� (2) the decree was not obtained fraudulently; 
� (3) the decree was rendered by a system of law reasonably assuring 

the requisites of an impartial administration of justice — due 
notice and a hearing; and 

� (4)  the judgment did not contravene the public policy of the 
jurisdiction in which it is relied upon. 

Mexican v. Circle Bear, 370 N.W.2d 737 (S.D. 1985). 
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• In the aftermath of Teague state and tribal court judges began 
communicating more. 
o State and tribal court judges have been working cooperatively on a 

protocol that addresses the cases that the litigants file both in state and 
tribal court. 

o Earlier Teague decision in 2000 had recommended the development 
of a protocol. 
� Tenth Judicial District adopted a protocol in 2001. 
� Ninth Judicial District is preparing to adopt a protocol with a 

signing ceremony next month at the On Common Ground 
Conference. 

o A series of seminars for state and tribal judges on Public Law 280 and 
the Indian Child Welfare Act have been held around the state.  State 
and tribal judges at all levels have attended and interacted. 

• The Teague case raises many questions and issues: 
o In a PL 280 state in many cases tribal and state courts will both have 

jurisdiction.  How should the forum / venue question be settled? 
� Need new and better laws.  There is currently no mechanism under 

state statute for a trial court to transfer a case to tribal court (other 
than Indian Child Welfare cases.) 

� Change of venue? 
� Removal type authority under federal / state / tribal law? 

o Why do litigants necessarily seem to view tribal or state judges as 
friendly or unfriendly to their case? 
� Judges are committed to justice. 
� Need more education. 
� Preferences are complicated. 

o Need to continue comprehensive discussion between state and tribal 
justices systems. 
� Litigants, particularly in tribal court, rely on being able to have 

each court recognize the other’s judgments. 
• Marriages 
• Name changes 
• Divorces 
• Enforcement of civil judgments 
• Res judicata 

• Communities need their disputes resolved in a fair, culturally consistent 
and timely manner. 
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o It is enough that the parties are fighting; courts do not need to be 
fighting as well. 

o Each litigant’s case is of usually of great importance to him or her. 
• Wisconsin state law has some useful tools. 

o Wis. Stat. § 806.245; recognition of tribal court judgments; 
o WisDOT and Wisconsin Bureau of Vital Records recognize tribal 

court orders; 
• Many state court judges in Wisconsin have stopped seeing tribal court 

jurisdiction as an encroachment and started to see that tribal courts: 
o Are appropriate and legitimate forums for resolving reservation-based 

disputes; 
o Can lighten the state court docket; 
o Can be allies in the pursuit of justice; 

• Central challenge to tribal courts today is to resolve disputes in a way 
that withstands scrutiny from the dominant legal system and at the same 
time is consistent with reservation / local values. 
o This issue is primarily a federal one, but it has a state court dimension 

as well.  In a PL 280 jurisdiction, to the extent that state court judges 
do not feel confident with a tribal justice system that will adjudicate a 
dispute within some broad parameters of due process and fairness, he 
or she may be reluctant to transfer a case pursuant to Teague or 
otherwise.  

o This issue goes to the third prong of the comity analysis as described 
above.  Judgments and orders will be recognized if “the decree was 
rendered by a system of law reasonably assuring the requisites of an 
impartial administration of justice — due notice and a hearing.”  In 
order for a state judge to feel comfortable with the comity analysis, 
the judge will need some familiarity with tribal justice systems and 
tribal judges. 
� This standard still leaves lots of room for expression of tribal 

values. 
• Judicial cooperation  

o Support from the top 
o Social / educational interaction 
o Realize common goal of justice 
o Transcend politics 


